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Main transportation to Fuefuki City
Fuefuki City,
located in the middle of Japan

■ By car
New Tokyo International Airport (Narita)

Nagoya

→ Tokyo (1 hour and 30 minutes)
Tokyo

→ Fuefuki (2hours )

Fukuoka

Tokyo

Osaka

Nagoya → Fuefuki (3 hours )
Osaka

→ Fuefuki (5hours )

■ By Japan Rail Road
Tokyo

→ Fuefuki (1hour and 40minutes )

Nagoya → Fuefuki (3 hour and 30 minutes )
Osaka

Mt.Fuji and Night View
From Shindo Pass, Fuefuki City

→ Fuefuki (5 hours )

Contact Information
■ Fuefuki Tourism Center
777 Ichibe, Fuefuki City, Yamanashi, Japan
TEL + 8155-261-2829
URL https://www.peach-city.com

Fuefuki City
just 30 minutes from Mt.Fuji

Why visit Fuefuki City, Yamanashi?

Peach blossoms
From the beginning of April to mid April

A well-known tourist spot, Fuefuki City is situated in the eastern part of the Kofu Basin and is approximately
100 kms from Tokyo.
It is one of the leading areas in Japan for fruit farms. Fertile soil, pristine water, long daylight hours and a big

Fruit Calendar
Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Strawberries
Cherries

Dec.

Jan.

Strawberries
Plums
Peaches
Kyoho grapes
Shine Muscat grapes
Kaiji grapes
Pione grapes
Koshu grapes

difference in temperature between day and night, make it an ideal place for farming.
It has the largest cultivated area, crop yield and shipment of grapes and peaches in Japan. Moreover, there are
many wineries, tourism farms and other local industries to add to its attraction.

Nov.

Delaware grapes
Rosario Bianco grapes
Persimmons ( Kaki )

Feb.

Mar.

Spring

Summer

A carpet of peach blossoms against a backdrop of natural beauty

Home of Peaches and Grape

Isawa Onsen Ukai(cormorant) fireworks
Held on Wednesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays
from 8:50pm - 9:00pm between July 20th - August 19th
After the Ukai(cormorant) Fishing display you can enjoy fireworks.
The popular Isawa Onsen fireworks are held on August 21st every
year. This is the final display of fireworks in Yamanashi.

Peach picking

Peach blossoms
From the beginning of April to mid April

From the beginning of July to end of August

Ashigawa Lily of the Valley Festival

Cherry blossoms

late May

From late March
to the beginning of April

Shindo Pass

Ukai(cormorant) fishing, Fuefuki River
Held on Wednesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays
from 8:00pm - 8:50pm between July 20th - August 19th
Cormorant fishing masters walk in the river to catch fish.
This rare form of Ukai (cormorant) fishing, called
“Kachiu” has a history of more than 800 years. Tourists
can also experience being a cormorant master.

This area is known as “the Kingdom of Fruit” with the largest production of peaches and grapes in Japan. The
In spring the whole of Fuefuki City is covered in a pink carpet of peach blossoms and their sweet fragrance hangs in the air.

countryside is dotted with fruit farms, wineries and farms open to tourists.

Cherry blossoms can also be enjoyed throughout the city.

You can sample delicious, fresh fruit at one of the many farms that offer peach or grape picking.

In some areas, cherry blossoms are lit up at night. You can take a stroll down the wooden deck on Sakura Onsen Dori to enjoy

This is the season to also enjoy the fantastic spectical of traditional Ukai fishing on the Fuefuki River, followed

the blossoms both during the day and at night.

by fireworks

The hot springs (Onsen) in Isawa and Kasugai are renowned for their beauty enhancing
qualites. There are also many inns and hotels in the area that are ready to welcome you

Autumn

throughout the year.
Grape picking

Hoto Nood les: a loca l dish

From the beginning of August to end of October

that will surely warm you up

Wine and History in Fuefuki City

in Japan’ s cold winter. (Hoto
consists of thick, flat noodles
and vegetables in a rich, miso
soup.)
In the clear winter air, you can
enjoy gorgeous city lights and
fantastic mountain scener y
from Fuefuki City

Autumn colors along Ashigawa River
From the beginning of November to mid November

Wine

Winter

Strawberry picking
From the beginning of January
to late May

Hot springs,
Isawa and Kasugai Onsens Area
Kawanakajima Battle
The end of October

Sakura Onsen Dori is illuminated

delicious food,
stunning scenery!

From December 1st to February 28th

The battle between the two armies of
the famous warlords Takeda Shingen
and Uesugi Kenshin is said to have
taken place 5 times. This is a
reenactment of one part of the battle

Many wineries can be found in this area and November is the time to
sample Fuefuki’ s Nouveau Wine. At the wine server in Fuefuki Onsen
Station you can try many of the locally produced wines.
Battle cries ring out! In October, a reenactment of the battle between the
strong opposing armies of Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin is held. This

Experience tourism throughout the seasons in Fuefuki City
No matter what the season there is always something to do in Fuefuki City. From the peach blossom festival and the lily
of the valley festival in spring, the display of Ukai fishing on the Fuefuki river and the Isawa Onsen fireworks in summer
to the exciting reenactment of the Battle of Kawanakajima in Autumn.

is the battle of Kawanakajima and you will see many people dressed up as
samurai warriors.

Fruit picking can be enjoyed year round and you can savor fruit grown only in Fuefuki City.
Fuefuki City has a lot to offer whether it be nature, culture or history and we are looking forward to welcoming you.

